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A Rough Ride

sick

A year after winning the conference championship, N.C.
A&T is the only winless team in the MEAC.
teams are a combined

15-4
overall and 8-2 in the
MEAC.
The Aggies are in a playoff-like situation. Win and
there is still an outside
shot at a playoff berth.
Lose, and the Aggies will
have an early Winter
Break.
The Aggies are not

it
■ft

Chancellor Renick
greets alumni at
the NCB
dedication

mathematically eliminated,

By Gregory Bond
Sports Editor

The first CD by
and for HBCU
students

Boy, how the tides have
changed. From one year
being the king of the
MEAC to being the doormats of the conference.
In 2002, the Aggies were
Compared Stats
A&T Scoring average

Opponents Rushing Avg
Opponents total offense
4-8 and ended the season
near the bottom of the

conference. Last year, the
coaches and Sports
Information Departments
from the MEAC voted the
Aggies to finish at the bottom.

Volleyball gets
back on the
winning track

Instead, they shocked
the conference. The
Aggies went 10-1 in the
regular season and won the
conference tide with firstyear head coach George
Small and a nationallyranked defense.
This year, the Aggies
were picked to win the
conference tide. Seven
weeks into the season, the

but they will need some
help from other teams to
advance to the playoffs.
However, the Aggies
only have control over the
games they actually play in.
They have two home
games left with Howard
and Bethune-Cookman.
They will have to travel to
face Hampton, which is
the same team A&T beat
last year in Greensboro to
file photo
An A&T ballcarrier is sandwiched between two
win the MEAC. The
Delaware State defenders in last year's game
Pirates were 6-4 going into
last year's contest but a win
in Greensboro. The Hornets beat the Aggies
over A&T would have
15-6 last weekend in Delaware, dropping A&T
given them the MEAC
to 0-3 in conference play.
crown and a playoff spot.
Aggies are 0-3 in the conof the season are no cupEven
if the Aggies are not
ference, 2-4 overall and are cakes
in
position
to steal the
almost out of the MEAC
conference tide, the Pirates
2003
will be looking forward to
the Nov. 13 game for
22.6
13.9
revenge. The football season ends in Charlotte
118.8
115.9
against league-leading
South Carolina State.
268.2
290
With all of the injuries
and situations that happened to the team, the
tide hunt.
A&T players and coaches
"It is frustrating," Small
are
still holding their heads
said. You just got to work
high.
up
through it and persevere.
"We can not hold our
It is not the end of the
heads
and feel sorry for
world."
ourselves
because when it
But it might be the end
comes
to
Small on the sidelines
Stadium
Aggie
George
of A&T's conference tide
during a game last year.
they
are not
(A&T
fans)
hopes for the 2004 season
going
to
feel
sorry for
When conference play
"We have four more
coach
you,'
Small
said.
started, A&T lost to
conference games and they "A&T did not feel sorry
Norfolk State 27-14,
are not going to get any
for other people so they
Morgan State 28-26 and
easier," Small said.
are not going to be sorry
Delaware State 15-6. Their
After this Saturday's
combined records are 5-13. game against a 4-2 Howard for us."
The Aggies still have a
University team, A&T
chance to make the playfaces Bethune-Cookman
Editor-in-Chief Chad Roberts
offs but it is a long snot
College, Hampton
contributed to this report
and the teams they will
University and South
face from now to the end
Carolina State. These three

,

Local
Man to
Stand
Trial In

Student
Shooting
Bryant Lamont
Bowens was
arrested on
March 11,2003.
By Chad
Roberts
Editor-inChief

Almost
two years
after a shoot-

ing outside
of a

Bowens

Greensboro
nightclub left an A&T student dead, the man
accused of shooting and
killing A&T student
Christopher Harmon will
stand trial in Guilford
county on charges of firstdegree murder.
see TRIAL page 6

Missing
Student
Found In
Texas
By Julius McKinley
Senior Writer

Jasmine Triblet-Nettles, a
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Quick Thinking Saves
Hines Hall
An air conditioning
unit on the fourth
floor catches fire
and causes a scare

police when he smelled
smoke.
"The fire took place in
the penthouse duct area
(fourth floor) of the building. I smelled the smoke
and went to check out
what was going on. We got
to the fourth floor and
By Karina Hardy
there was thick smoke
Online Editor
everywhere," said Wilson.
"When we looked closer
we found that the air comA minor electrical fire
pressor unit, which allows
stopped classes adequate air flow to the lab
temporarily
and forced the evacuation
benches, blew out," said
of Hines Hall on Oct. 18. Wilson.
The fire did not cause any
Although the fire was
major damage, but several not serious, it had the
fire trucks and emergency
potential to be a major
vehicles converged on the
problem due to the flamscene
mable agents in the buildHines Hall is shared by
ing.
several departments,includAccording to Wilson,
ing classes from the
these chemicals were
English department.
locked up in storage cabiCharles Wilson, a labora- nets on lower
floors and
tory manager in the chemdid not cause a threat to
istry department, was in
building.
the building at the time of theBrian
Kincaid, a firethe fire and called the
fighter from Greensboro's

An electrical fire on the fourth floor of Hine
—nporaniy ,
classes and caused an evacuation of the building. The fire
caused $6,000 in damage to the air conditioning units.

pended

station five, said mainly
smoke rose from the
building and "all we had to
do was ventilate" the

building.
James King, who was in
the building at the time of
the fire, said that he went
to the panel box and
sounded off the alarm
when he smelled the
smoke.

Students who were in
the building at the time of
the fire said they smelled

the smoke then heard the
fire alarm go off.
"It smelled like something was burning, but
they didn't tell us what it
was," said one student who
was in the building at the
time of the fire.
The building was cleared
by 3:10 p.m. Damages
totaled $6,000.

20-year-old student at
North Carolina
Agricultural and Technical
State University was
reported missing on
Tuesday, Oct. 12 in the
Triad area.
The disappearance was a
shock to Nettles' friends
and family, leaving them
worried and confused.
"I just want her to come
home," says Jennifer
Maness, junioragricultural
engineer major and close
friend of Netdes. "Her
life is valuable to others
and we miss her and want
her to come home,"
Maness also added.
With no prior incidents
of leaving home or running away undetected,
many began to wonder if
there were other reasons
for the sudden disappear-

ance
"I can tell that something was bothering her
because she began to act a

little differently," says
Danielle Bender, a fresh-

men business management

major and roommate of
Netdes. "I just think if
you have a problem you
need to talk to somebody
and don't let it build up
inside of you," Bender also
added. "Eventually everysee FOUND page 6
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BUSH VS KERRY
President George W. Bush and Sen. John Kerry will battle it out on the campaign trail,
facing off on issues from taxes to gay marriage. Here, we look at where Bush and Kerry
stand on some ofthe major issues facing the nation.

Bush opposes abortion, but says the country is not ready to outlaw the procedure.
His goal is to promote "a culture oflife" that would help change public opinion. In the
meantime, he supports new restrictions on abortion, including the recently enacted ban
on the procedure often called "partial-birth abortion."
Bush favors the death penalty and authorized more than 150 executions whenhe
was governor ofTexas. He supported expanding the federal death penalty to include
terrorism-relatedcrimes.
Bush inherited a $237 billion federal budget surplus that has turned into a record
$521 billion deficit, thanks to an economic recession, the aftershocks from Sept. 11,
the war with Iraq, the stock market tumble, increased government spending and tax
cuts. He promises to cut the deficit in half within five years with a plan that relies
heavily on his belief thatthe improving economy will bring a big increase in tax revenues. He also wants to impose spending limits on Congress.
Bush's No ChildLeft Behind law seeks to improve education by imposing new standards on schools and holding them accountable forfailure. The law requires annual testing
in math and reading for grades three through eight, and at least once during high school.
Critics say that the federal government has failed to provide adequate ftinding to help
states meet the law's goals. Bush says that federal spending for education has increased by

ABORTION

DEATH PENALTY

Kerry, a former prosecutor, opposes the death penalty except in cases of terrorism
He argues that 111 people convicted of murder have been released from death row
because DNA evidence proved them not guilty.

DEFICIT

Kerry says he plans to cut the deficit in half by the end of2008 byrepealing Bush
tax cuts forAmericans with incomes above $200,000 and by cutting government
administrative costs. He would call a "Balanced Budget Summit" directing both political parties to find cost reductions, even in their top priorities. He wants toreduce government energy costs by 20 percent by 2020, eliminate $12 billion in "fraud and
abuse" in Medicare and save money by improving federal purchasing systems.

EDUCATION

Behind law, but has criticized it, saying it's poorly financed and improperly applied.
Kerry would create a National Education Trust Fund to pay the federal share ofeducation costs and increase government spending on public-school educationfrom $23.8
billion a year to $35 billion a year by 2008. Kerry also would use a portion of a twoyear, $50 billion economic stimulus fund to help financially strapped states.

Kerry, who has a sisterwho teaches in Boston, voted for Bush's No ChildLeft

nearly 60 percent between 2000 and 2003.

Bush favors market-based approaches to environmental protection and has sought to
ease government regulation of business. He abandoned the Kyoto treaty on global warming because of concerns that it would damage the U.S. economy. His Clear Skies initiative
gives power plant operators more flexibility in meeting emissions targets that are supposed
to reduce emissions ofsulfiir dioxide, nitrogen oxides and mercury by 70 percent. He
favors opening 1.5 million acres ofthe 19 million-acre Arctic National Wildlife Refuge to
oil and gas exploration.
Bush initially resisted the ideaof a constitutional amendment banning gay marriages,
but changed his position in February. He said a court ruling in Massachusetts and gay mar-

riages by localofficials in California andNew Mexico left him no choice. White House
aides say Bush favors an amendment that would ban gay marriages but let states decide
whether to allow civil unions or other arrangements that stop short oftraditional marriage.
Bush advocates new tax credits ofup to $1,000 for individuals and $3,000 for families to help uninsured Americans pay for health insurance. He would also let small
businesses band together to negotiate group rates from health-insurance companies.

Another proposal seeks to hold down medical costs by limiting damage awards in lawsuits. At Bush's urging, Congress approved legislation providing limited prescriptiondrug cov erage for Medicare patients.
Bush says that protecting the nation from terrorist attacks is his top priority. The new
Homeland Security Department, formally established on March 2,2003, combined elements ofother government agencies and offices, with a goal ofstreamlining anti-terrorism efforts. Bush has tripled spending on homeland security, to more than $30 billion,
since taking office. He has urged Congress to expand the Patriot Act to give police even

Along with foreign policy, Kerry's other major legislative interest has been the envi-

ENVIRONMENT

GAY

MARRIAGE

HEALTH CARE

HOMELAND
SECURITY

more power to deal with suspected terrorists.

Bush has urged Congress to create a new temporary-worker program that would let
an estimated 8 million foreigners who are in the country illegally gain legal status. The
program would let temporary workers stay for up to three years. Employers would
have to certify that no Americans were available for jobs filled by temporary workers.

IMMIGRATION

Bush contends that the war in Iraq was necessary because Saddam Hussein's
not find weapons of mass destruction. He has vowed to stay in Iraq as long as it takes
to establish a stable democracy.

The Bush administration has protested the construction by Israelis ofa fence around
Palestinian areas but has avoided a direct confrontation on the issue.
The economy has suffered a net loss ofabout 1 million jobs since Bush took office.
He has released a six-point plan to encourage more job growth. It calls for making tax
cuts permanent, implementing a producer-friendly energy policy, expanding trade,
restricting lawsuits against business and doctors, reducing government regulation and
cutting health costs.

Bush's plan to overhaul Social Security would let younger workers invest part oftheir
Social Security taxes in the stock market or other private investments. Older workers
would be allowed to stay in the current system. Under the current system, younger workers pay for benefits to older retirees. UnderBush's plan, workers would set aside money
for their own retirement. Bush has not said how he would deal with huge transition costs.

ISRAELIPALESTINIAN
CONFLICT
JOBS
SOCIAL

SECURITY

Bush is an outspoken advocate offree trade. His second-term goals include a proposal
in apact similar to the North American Free Trade
Agreement. But Bush has sometimes deviated fromhis free-trade principles. In a move
that critics considered blatantly political, he imposed tariffs on foreign steel in 2002 to
protect the U.S. steel industry. He liftedthem late lastyear to avoid a trade war with

Kerry believes marriage should be between a man and woman, butadvocates civil
unions for gays to guarantee gay couples the same rights as married couples. He voted
against the Defense of Marriage Act, which permitted states to ignore gay weddings
performed in other states. He opposes President Bush's plan for a federal constitutional
amendment forbidding same-sex unions.
Kerry would provide tax breaks to employers and tax credits to individuals to ensure
access to the same health-care program available to members ofCongress and federal
employees. Under his plan, the federal government would pay 75 percent ofcatastrophic health costs
illnesses that cost more than $50,000 thusreducing the cost for
employers. Kerry estimates the plan would cost an average of $72 billion a year for the
first five years and cover about three-quarters of currently uninsured Americans.

—

—

Kerry voted for the creationof a Homeland Security Department after an unsuccessful
effort to eliminateBush-backed labor terms in the law. Kerry has criticized Bush, claiming
he is not providing enough money to "firstresponders," such as fire and police departments. He would enlistthe National Guardand AmeriCorps in homeland security work and
would eliminate provisions ofthePatriot Act that he says endanger civilliberties. The
Patriot Act, which Kerry voted for, expanded law enforcement authority to investigate terKerry opposes Bush's "guest-worker" immigrationplan, but supports similar goals
of giving immigrants in the United States illegally a chance to legalize their status. He
would permit young undocumented foreigners to attend college in the United States
provided they graduated from high school here.
Kerry voted to authorize war, but says Bush should have created a larger coalition and
goneto war only as a last resort. He voted against $87 billion in reconstruction money
for Iraq and Afghanistan, saying Bush should have eliminated some ofhis tax cuts to
cover costs. He says he would internationalizereconstruction with help ofU.N. allies.

Kerry says the Bush administration has not been engaged in the peace process. But
Kerry has sent conflicting signals to Arab Americans and to the Jewish community
about how he would become more active. At first he suggested that formerPresident
Jimmy Carter would be his special envoy, but when Jewish leaders objected, he then
mentioned former President Bill Clinton. He has described Israel's security fence as a
"barrier to peace," but later said Israel is entitledto secure its border.
Kerry has a multifaceted plan to boost the economy that includes repealing tax cuts for
taxpayers with incomes over $200,000 and using the extra money to pay for expanded
health care and college assistance; creating a two-year, $50 billion economic-stimulus fund;
and reducing the deficit. Kerry says he also would eliminate tax incentives that encourage
companies to go overseas and would enforcelabor provisions in trade agreements.
Kerry opposes plans to let individuals invest portions of theirSocial Security taxes
in the stockmarket and opposes moves to cut back benefits. He has argued that an
improved economy will help put Social Security on sound financial footing, but has
not offered any specific plan to address thepressure on Social Security placed by retirKerry voted against Bush's tax cuts" in 2001 and 2003. He would repeal President

Bush's tax cuts for those earning more than $200,000. He would retain tax breaks
aimed at the middle class, such as the child tax credit, the reduction in the so-called
marriage penalty and lower taxrates. Kerry would use tax credits to help people obtain
health care and a college education. Businesses would get tax incentives to create jobs,
but he would eliminate other corporate tax breaks.
Kerry has a long record ofvoting for liberalizedtrade

TRADE

Europe and sanctions from the World Trade Organization, which ruled the tariffs illegal.
Bush says his administration has cut the average time for processing veterans' disability claims by 30 percent. Although Bush says health-care funding for veterans also
has increased by 30 percent since he took office, the funding has not satisfied veterans
groups. Both the Veterans ofForeign Wars and the American Legion called Bush's
proposed 2005 health-care budget of $29.5 billion inadequate
Ron Hutcheson, Knight Ridder Washington correspondent

by pushing for higher mileage standards. He invokes President Kennedy's vision of
putting a man on the moon in calling for equal commitment to developing alternative
energy sources to reduce dependence on oil.

ing baby boomers.

Bush contends that the tax cuts he pushed through Congress pulled the economy
out ofrecession and started a new growth cycle. Now he wants Congress to permanently extend the tax cuts before they expire in 2011.According to White House budget officials, the lost revenue from Bush's tax cuts accounts for about one-fourth ofthe
record $521 billion deficit, but Bush believes that the loss will be more than offset by
increased revenue as the economy strengthens.
to link the entire Western Hemisphere

ronment. He has attended international summits on global warming and was one of the
main senators to block the Bush administration's efforts to open up the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge in Alaska to oil drilling. Kerry has angered autoworkers in Michigan

rorism.

regime was "a grave and gathering danger" to the United States, even if U.S. troops do

Bush has gonefurther than any other U.S. president in calling for creation ofan independentPalestinian state, but he also has maintained close ties with Israeli Prime Minister
Ariel Sharon. In 2003,Bush endorsed a "roadmap for peace" a plan thatrequires Israelis
and Palestinians to take a series ofsteps to ease tensions, but ithas been largely ignored.

Kerry opposes legislation thatwouldrestrict a woman's access to an abortion and says
he would onlyappoint judgesto thefederal judiciary who supported theRoe v. Wade
decision. Kerry voted against banning a rare abortion procedure known as "partial-birth
abortion" because it did not contain an exception to protect the health ofthe mother.

VETERANS

—

from the 1993 North

American Free Trade Agreement to the 2002 legislation thatgave the president greater
powers to negotiate trade deals. Kerry says existing trade agreements will undergo a
120-dayreview to ensure that trading partners are living up to the pacts. He opposes
the pending Central American Free Trade Agreement and theFree TradeArea for the
Americas, saying they lack adequate labor and environmental enforcement provisions.

Kerry, a Vietnam War combat veteran, has portrayed himself on the stump as the
reluctant warrior. He says he would improve veterans' health care and resolve the
inability of many disabled veterans to receive the full amount of their retirement pay
while receiving the full amount of their disability compensation. Kerry said he would
support increasing the combat-death benefjt to families from $6,000 to $12,000.
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A&T's Largest College Holds
Reunion, Building Ceremony
It houses 12 departments
that include Visual and

By Patrice Withers

Layout and Design Editor

Performing Arts, Biology,
Chemistry, English,
Foreign Languages,
History, Journalism and
Mass Communication,
Mathematics, Physics,
Political Science,
Psychology, Sociology and
Social Work and Liberal

The College of Arts and
Sciences held a building
dedication ceremony on
Oct. 7 at 2 p.m. for one of
the newer buildings on the
campus of N.C. A&T. The
New Classroom Building
(NCB) houses the deans
office and four departments of the college
Faculty, students and alumni from across die nation
gathered in the courtyard
area between Craig Hall
and NCB to honor the
College of Arts of and
Sciences. James Gooch was
the chairman of the alumni reunion steering com-

Studies.

The dedication and ribbon cutting ceremony was
held in front of the
Richard Hunt sculpture,
"Progress in Motion,"
which was the source of
the theme. This ceremony
kicked off two days of
events during the homecoming week celebration.
"While this is a building
dedication, this is a rededication of what we do best
at N.C. A&T and that is

mittee

The College of Arts and
Sciences is die largest college or school on campus.

the focus on learning,"
Chancellor James C.
Renick said. "This is a
beautiful facility."
This building was built
with a $3.1 million bond
referendum that was
passed in November. The
NCB that needed to be
dedicated has still not
received a name at diis
current time. As the college awaits the naming of
the new building, large
monetary gifts were
received at various events
Oct. 7-8.

"Gift, pledges, gift in
kind, state and federal
matches total $2.4 million,
which the money raised
for the dedication will go
to the College of Arts and
Science," Veleria Levy,
director of development,
said.

A ribbon across the
front entry doors was cut

to learn and to become

great students of this
country."
After the ribbon-cutting
ceremony a building dedication and alumni reunion
cultural celebration was
held in NCB auditorium.
Sandra Hughes, news
anchor for WFMY-TV and
the 1969 graduate welcomed Aggies to the historical and monumental
event. Hughes also recognized all former deans of
the College of Arts and

by Renick to officially dedicate the building. Miss
A&T Latiera Streeter and
SGA President Calvin
Williams stood by the
doors as the chancellor
used the oversized scissors
for the cutting of the ribbon
"As we dedicate this
building today we must
remember our forefathers
and the people who had
the knowledge of organizSciences
ing a school of higher
The Richard B. Harrison
learning for the citizens of
Players also gave a theatriNorth Carolina," Marvin
cal tribute of a poem writTrusdale, chairman of the
board of trustees, said..
ten by English professor
"This environment allows
Jody Martin.
students to continue to
Bruce Clark, professor in
become leaders in arts and the department of journalsciences, make them
ism and mass communicaresponsible, have a longing tion and Michael Moore,

university producer show-

cased a video presentation
of the College of Arts and
Sciences that gave a historical overview of the
department.
Alumni and friends were
also able to take a tour of
the NCB and see all the
features the building has to
offer.
The next morning the
college held an alumni
reunion breakfast followed
by tours of other departments located outside of
the NCB.
Attendees of the building dedication received
blue College of Arts and
Sciences tote bags, coffee
mugs with the official
A&T seal and a new
College of Arts and
Science magazine.

Large Gifts Received
at the Dedication

-

Paula Jewell Estate $300,000 plus a match of title three money
James Gooch '67 $25,000
Lillie Robbins '66 $25,000
Weaver Foundation $500,000 plus a match of $750,000
Greensboro News and Record $150,000
Shirley Frye Scholarship 53 $25,000
WGHP-FOX 8 Donated a TV Studio Set
WX1I-12 Gift in Kind, 30 minute homecoming spot

-

-

-

-

-

-

Chancellor Renick holds the scissors used to cut the ribbon on the NCB

Building dedication.

Highlights in the
College of Arts
and Sciences
Journalism and Mass
Communication/ Speech
1990 - The National
Association of Black
Journalist brought their
National Broadcast Short
Course to the Department
of Speech and
Communication.

BEN

JAMES

CHRISTINA

GAIHERINE

AFFLECK GANDOLFINI APP1£GATE O'HARA

•

Political Science and
Criminal Justice
2001 - Former Chief
Justice Henry E. Frye is
selected as the first distinguished professor in the
department of political science and criminal justice.

Biology
2003 - The biology department received $4.6 million
1971 - Astronaut Ronald
E. McNair received a BS in research infrastructure for
minority institution grant
Physics from N.C. A&T
from the national center
department of physics.
on minority and health disPsychology
parities at the national
1980 - The department
institute of health to build
moved to Gibbs Hall.
genetics research capacity
at A&T.
Visual and Performing
Arts
Sociology/Social Work
1956 - H.C. Taylor opened 2004 - Bachelor of social
a gallery in the basement
work program was given
of the Dudley Building.
full accreditation until June
Physics

2010

Chemistry
1972 - The professional
curriculum/ tract in chemistry was accredited by the
American Chemical
Society (ACS)
History
1987 - The Warmoth T.
Gibbs Lecture series was
established, honoring the
accomplishments and contributions of die former
A&T president and history
professor Warmoth T.
Gibbs.
Mathematics

1980 - UNC Board of
Governors approved the
B.S. degree in computer
science for the department
of mathematics.

English
19th Century - The

English department established "The A&T Register"
(campus newspaper), the
oldest extracurricular activity on campus.
Foreign Languages
1995 - The foreign language department adds
courses in Japanese,
Russian and Portuguese to
its original language offerings of Spanish, French
and German.
Liberal Studies
2003 - The new B.A. in
liberal studies degree was
approved.

Share the warmth.

Christmas
Stalls Friday, October 22 At Theati es Eveiywhei e

OPINION
Parking Deck Long
Overdue
By Chad Roberts
Editor-in-Chief
Some things are normal at North
Carolina A&T. No french fries at ChickFil-A, a long line somewhere in the
Dowdy Building, Chancellor Renick
power-walking through the campus, an
old building being torn down - all an
accepted part of life.
However, there is one sight that is
becoming much too familiar around campus to students and uassuming visitors tow trucks.
Local tow truck drivers spend enough
time on the yard to earn at least an associate's degree. And the only reason the tow
trucks come here is because someone
called them. That is where the A&T parking services department comes in.
Every year when school opens in the
fall, thousands of complaints are heard
about how troublesome it is to find a
parking space. First, rumors start going
around about freshmen being banned

from having cars on campus. Next, someone raises the issue of A&T building a
parking deck. Then - nothing.
Meanwhile, students try to park as close
as possible to wherever they need to be
and start to rack up tickets.
Thousands of students have enrolled
since the turn of the century. Buildings
have been constructed and torn down.
Millions have been spent on campus
improvements, but there is still no parking deck.
There have been discussions about
building a "bell tower" on campus, but a
bell tower will not alleviate parking problems: Nobody can park in a bell tower.
Parking is one of the few issues that
students all agree on. Most say it is equally bad.
All the new dorms and classroom buildings are great, if hurriedly built. Surely
some of the millions of dollars in bond
money coming to the North Carolina universities can be used to build a nice parking deck.
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A Hero

Remembered
Children today are lucky
to be able to choose from
the mass of live action
superheroes to emulate
and fantasize about. With
Halloween approaching
you will see kids dressed in
costumes imitating SpiderMan, The Incredible Hulk,
Daredevil, The Punisher,
Blade, Buzz Light-year,
The X-Men (Pick one)
and even Anakin

further back than junior
high it was not the power
rangers we rushed home to
see, it was Thunder-Cats
and the Superman cartoon.
Look! Up there, In the
sky. It's a bird, it's a plane,
no it's Superman. He was
faster than a speeding bullet and more powerful than
a locomotive able to leap

Skywalker.

Any comic book superhero that has recently nad
a movie will be costume
makers top sellers this
year. It is the one superhero that matters die
most that we will see very
little of.
In times of war, turmoil, economic recession,
there has been one hero
that was the light in the
dark. Superman
Recently our childhood
superhero passed. When
we were children we had
very few live action superheroes to fantasize about,
the greatest of them being
Christopher Reeves as
Superman.
For many the image of
Dean Cain from "Lois and
Clark" is etched in our
memory, but it was not
Dean Cain who made us
jump of the porch or roof
with a towel tied around
our neck. It was
Christopher Reeves.
If you can remember

If you did not experience
any of the above you had
a deprived childhood.
Rarely today do we as
adults daydream about
superman flying about
helping the helpless and
saving those in peril; but it
made those long boring
school days pass by when
we were

children.

Superman was a major
inspiration in my life and
the life of many other
young boys. Superman
nurtured our imagination
and enhanced our creativity. Many students are
more creative writers and
better innovative engineers because the idea of
Superman taught us to
think beyond establishment.

tall buildings in a single
bound. His powers were
then envy of every little

boy

remember playcould
only have
"if
ing
one of Superman's powers
what would it be?" some
of us chose flight, others
speed, and the more perverse of the group chose
x-ray vision.
Do you

This wee*k take a
of silence for
Christopher Reeves, the
superman who flew across
the sky on the big screen
and lobbied for funds to
combat paralysis in his
wheelchair.

'

moment

register@ncat.edu

In Loving Memory, Rest In
Peace

Christopher Reeve
September 25, 1952 -October
10, 2004

Superman was a major

inspiration in the lives of
our generation, if you did
not read the comic, you
watched the movies, and if
you did not see the movie
you watched the cartoon.

Letters To The
Editor
Can Be Sent To
NCB-328 G

Commentary By
Brett T. Harrington
News Editor

I PttPr to the

Editor

Homecoming: Is That It?
had to go off of? The
comedy show was horrendous! How many times can
you joke about sex, sex
and more sex? Are our
lives that sad that we can
find nothing more humorous? Where were the flyers
telling us what was going
on every day and night?
Where was the enthusiasm,
usually brought forth by
the VP of External
Affairs? Where was the
rest of the Student
Government Association,

I can remember all three
Homecomings, from freshman year through junior
year, as if they were yesterday. The excitement of
each days' activities, the
laughs shared at the comedy show and the best part
of it all, the thrill of deciding whether or not to go
to class because God
knows you would not want
to miss a thing! But this
well, it left a lot
year
to get their students
to be desired.
hyped? As a May graduatHomecoming Week is
ing senior, I was very disthe time in which the stuappointed.
dent body is supposed to
Nonetheless, the
be most proud of being an
redemption
to
Homecoming's
It
is
the
prelude
Aggie.
the woncame
in
of
all
almost
Reunion
the
derfully put together step
Reunions and it should be
show, the much anticipated
presented in its grandest
concert, the parade, the
form. This year's prelude
you
always moving gospel conwould have made
Ice
was
cert (which, by the way,
believe Vanilla
almost
didn't happen!) I
a
comeback
making
say almost because where
instead of the Jigga Man.
were the vendors? Oh
Granted, things happen
was
yeah, a mile away from the
and the block party
all
we
game! We could not win
but
is
that
cancelled,

for losing- literally!
The parade, game, step
show and concert .are
always on point; for goodness sake Alumni would
have it no other way. But
do we not value our cur-

rendy enrolled Aggie's

happiness and satisfaction
enough to make
Homecoming Week exhilarating? Students want to
remember Homecoming
Week as the time that
makes the Weekend piece
all worth it. They want to
feel as though the band is
outside marching ALL day,
and they just HAVE to
leave class! I hope next
year's SGA administration
uses this Homecoming
Week, as inspiration to
take us back to when
Comedy was Comedy,
Coronation was
Coronation and the students could feel like was
Homecoming and not a
regular week of school.
Aggie Pride,
E.

Johnson Cooper
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Poll Shows
Bush Gained
Support
Among Blacks
KRT Campus

former President Clinton
and former Vice President
WASHINGTON Gore."
Phil Singer, a Kerry
Support for President
Bush among Africancampaign spokesman, said
Americans has doubled in
the Joint Center's figures
four years, according to a
run "contrary to what
poll released Tuesday.
we're seeing."
The survey by the Joint
"Still, there's obviously
Center for Political and
more that needs to be
Economic Studies, a blackdone between now and
oriented research think
Election Day, and we're
tank, said Bush's Africangoing to do it," Singer said.
American support is at 18
Bush's largest gains came
percent, up 9 percentage
from people over 50. In
points from the centers
this year's poll, 60 percent
2000 poll. Bush went on to of African-Americans over
receive 9 percent of the
50 identified themselves as
African-American vote in Democrats, down from 72
the 2000 election.
percent in the 2000 poll.
"I think religion really
Kerry holds a commanding 69 percent to 18 perplays a role," said former
cent edge over Bush
Rep. Floyd Flake, D-N.Y,
among African-Americans, an African Methodist
the survey said. But the
Episcopal minister and a
numbers contrast with the Bush ally on school vouchers. "African-Americans in
74 percent Vice President
Al Gore got in the 2000
general are conservative.
poll; he won 90 percent of Gay marriage resonates,
the African-American vote and there's a sense that he
in the 2000 election. The
(Kerry) is not connected to
poll also found that 11
African-Americans, and
Bush is a president at
percent were still undecided, while 2 percent favored wartime."
independent candidate
But widespread disconRalph Nader.
tent among African"This poll is showing a
Americans toward Bush
certain amount of black
and his policies remains.
ambivalence in terms of
Sixty-seven percent in the
election-year issues that
Joint Center poll had an
resonate within the comunfavorable view of Bush
while 30 percent had a
munity and their relationship with Senator Kerry,"
favorable opinion. Seventysaid Joint Center President two percent disapproved
Eddie N. Williams. "They
of Bush's handling of the
are holding conservative
war in Iraq while 20 percent approved.
positions on some wedge
The Joint Center poll of
issues, like same-sex marriage and civil unions, and
1,642 adults was conductindicating clear disapproval ed between Sept. 15 and
of the way the country is
Oct. 10 and had a margin
of error of 3.5 percentage
being run. At the same
points.
time, they have not yet
embraced Senator Kerry to
the extent that they did

Early Voting
Begins at A&T

Guilford county Director
of Elections urges students to get their registration fixed and vote
early
By Erica Franklin
Senior Writer

This year voting has
become a very important
topic in every American's
life. Celebrities and more
people within communities
are trying their best to
make more people aware
of how important voting is
to the future and society.
Many feel that America
needs to make changes to
help improve its government. Today, everyone can
go out and voice their
opinion to help change the
U.S. because of early voting.
Currendy, there are 31
states that offer citizens to
vote early. These 31 states
consist of 52 percent of
the total U.S. Population.
North Carolina falls within
this category. So, if registered voters cannot wait
until Nov. 2 to vote, then
they can do so right now.
Early voting sites will be
open from Oct. 14th to

30th

Officially in North
Carolina, early voting is
called "No Excuse

Go here
www.fordvehicles.com/collegegrad

This Week in
A&T History
October 16,1970
"Barnes Hall Among
Campus' Most Modern
Structures"
Opened in April 1967,
Barnes Hall was the second new addition to the
new quadrangle. Named
after Dr. B.W. Barnes, a
graduate of the class of
1908 and retiree from A &
T in Jan. 1967, the new
biology budding was the
first public building
approved by North
Carolina under the
Community Facilities Act.
The new building housed
14 laboratories, six lecture
rooms, two aquariums, an
auditorium with a 225 person capacity, a seminar
room, and a library.

difficulties and a lack of
staff were to blame. Not
even the staff of WANT
knew when the station
would return to the air.
October 23,1973
"Checks Getting Fatter For
Business Graduates"
The Oct. issue of Time
magazine showed a 15%
increase in Business graduates with MBA's recruited.
Dr. Quiester Craig, dean of
the school of Business and
Economics, said that the
MBA program just gives
students a better foundation for the business
world. He credits social
pressures from the community, government, and
business are responsible
for the increase.

October 19,1973
"Air Date for WANT
Other Bits of History
Remains Uncertain"
"Aggies Drop
Concerned students wonHomecoming7 Game to
dered why the campus
Morgan 15-9
radio station, WANT, had
The A&T Aggies came
not returned to the air in
out strong against Morgan
the fall semester of 1973.
State leading 9-0 by the
WANT was created to be a end of the first half. The
learning facility for stusecond half was dominatdents who wanted to go
ed by Morgan as the
into the field of broadcast- Aggies fell victim to their
ing. Raymond Bailey,
own offensive mistakes.
music director for WANT,
and James Wright, associCompiled by Shevaun J.
ate director of counseling
Lassiter

this, we have had people
who would not have voted
to either vote early or
become registered. These
numbers for early voting
they would if they waited
until Nov. 2.
and registration should
So far, early voting has
increase with time. People
been doing exceptionally
should also know that in
well. "Every county has
order to vote early you
been bombarded. It helps only need a form of idenpeople avoid standing in
tification," said Will
line on Nov. 2. The phone Medley. Medley also stated
rings from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. that registration numbers
are calling the 1are low due to the incomPeople
Absentee Voting." There
800 number trying to fin
plete or incorrect forms.
are two ways in which a
out where and when they
Others agreed with
citizen can vote early.
can
vote.
There
are
a
Medley.
They are by mail and by
number of radio stations
"There are fewer voters
in-person voting. Early
with
information
also,"
at
A&T's early voting site.
voting by mail began on
Renee,
said
a
volunteer
at
They
are experiencing
and
early in-person
May 31
the Kerry-Edwards
problems with voter regisvoting began on July 1.
Headquarters
tration. If students filled
Both of these processes
can
Not
take
their application out incoronly
voting
can be done for any elecplace
a
t
these
but
there are people at
sites,
recdy,
tion and there is no specifcorrections on registration
these early voting sites
ic reason needed.
who can assist them with
For early voting by mail, applications can be made.
If applications are missing making corrections. I
people have to be regisencourage students to vote
tered voters and request an an address, have a misor
incorrect
spelled
name,
early and get their registraapplication by mail, e-mail,
are
information,
there
tion fixed,' said George
peoor fax. They also must
at the sites to help fix
ple
Gilbert, Director of
the
ballot
and
complete
registration problems.
Elections
mail it back to the elecAs of this week, A&T's
tions office.
G67 and G68,
districts,
For early in-person vothave
3345
registered voting, one must be regisers. Some are people who
tered. He or she must go
do not attend A&T, but
to an In-Person Early
reside
in A&T's districts.
Voting Site, fill out the
the
Yet,
majority is A&T
application, and return it at
students.
Although, the
the site.
school
has
made its effort
There are 13 sites at
to register people and push
which someone can vote
them to vote, there has not
early. Times, site names,
and locations of 13 can be been a great amount of
people taking advantage of
found at
www.co.guilford.nc.us/gov the 'early vote."
"It has been an ok
ernment/elections/early.ht
turnout for early voting at
ml.
A&T. Although our numVoters should be
informed that early voting bers are not very high for
sites have shorter lines and

are less stressful. Early
voters do not have to
stand in line as long as

to get there
Here's the deal: one price, no

haggling, cash in your pocket for
more important things!
This "student discount" offers substantial
savings on new Ford Motor Company
vehicles based on set prices established
by Ford's Employee Purchase Plan
There's no catch

- it's a unique offer,

exclusive to select scho*ols like yours
Save even more when you apply the
current national incentives available on

the vehicle you select,
The best part? You get what you

expect. The style and features you want.
No-hassle dealer experience. A payment
that's easy on your wallet and lifestyle

'
It's how you

get there!
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As Election Approaches, U.S.
Troops Experience Difficulties
Voting
By Patrick Kerkstra
KRT

_

BAGHDAD, Iraq US,
service members based in
Iraq and across the globe
can t be confident that
their votes will be counted
in this year's presidential
election, analysts and mditary advocates said this
week

Those warnings came
despite a stepped-up
Pentagon campaign
developed in response to
the 2000 election, when as
many as 30 percent of
service members stationed
overseas were unable to
vote to encourage troops
to register and votie early.
Observers praised the
military's efforts but said a
cumbersome voting
process, a confusing patchwork of state laws and
likely ballot challenges
almost certainly would disenfranchise some military

_

_

voters

"They've made three
steps forward in terms of
their effort and attention
to the problem but two
steps backward as a practi-

cal matter," said Peter
Feaver, a political science
at Duke
Iniversity in Durham,
N.C, who closely follows
military voting.
Anecdotal accounts
from soldiers stationed ia
Iraq confirmed that at least
some troops here who

Erofessor

applied to their local elec-

tions boards for absentee
ballots months ago still
haven't received them.
"I sent my application in
got anyJune and I never
thing back," said 1st
CavSry Sgt. Jim \ illareal
from Orange County,
Calif.
But unlike past elections
in which Villareal and others like him probably
would've been disenfranchised, the military has distributed tens of thousands
of federal write-in ballots
this year. The replacement
ballots allow soldiers whp
haven't received local ballots to vote on candidates
for federal office, though
they don't permit voting
on state and local issues.
"It's a pretty poor substitute for a regular ballot,

but it beats nothing," said

Sam Wright, who heads
the Military Voting Rights
Project
More than the military,
states and local jurisdictions are to blame for not
getting their ballots to
overseas soldiers. Late primary elections and legal
challenges many of them
involving Ralph Nader's
bid to get on Dallots
have delayed printing and
mailing absentee ballots in
many jurisdictions.
There've been isolated
reports of shortages of
die federal replacement
ballots, but Wright said
they appeared to be reaching most soldiers who
needed them.
"We have seen some
improvement. Just how
much is impossible to say.
jAi this point everyone has
their fingers crossed," said
Derek Stewart, who in
2001 wrote a highly critical
assessment of the mdi-.
tary's overseas voting program for the Government
Accountability Office.
Given the likelihood of
a close presidential elec-

_

r ve

_

tiev-ct*

tion, a few thousand more
votes from service members stationed overseas
could swing the results in
batdeground states such as
Florida, Pennsylvania and
Ohio. Just 537 votes divided President Bush and Al
Gore in Florida in 2000, a
spread easily covered by
military ballots.
Military voters have
tended in past elections to
vote Republican, and a
recent Annenberg election
survey of 655 active-duty
soldiers and their family
members found that they
were likely to back Bush in
large numbers again this

year.
"The Democrats broke
something of a taboo in
2000 when they started to
challenge military ballots
on technical grounds,"
Feaver said. ' You would
expect the Democrats to
be just as exacting this
time around as
Republicans will be about
votes coming from perceived Democratic areas."
Overseas military ballots
are particularly susceptible
to challenge, experts said,

fcet-n* the type

tw

because they frequendy
arrive past deadlines and
without postmarks.
The Pentagon had
planned to roll out a $22
million electronic solution
to the problem this election. But security experts
said the votes which
would've been transmitted
over the Internet wouldn't
be secure, and the system
was scrapped. The hodgepodge of voting and ballot-application methods
that took its place is so
confusing that the Defense
Department issued a 379page guide to help service
members figure out how

halls and barracks

The military has deluged
service members with
reminders to vote early.
Banners and signs seem to
fly from every base in Iraq,
and "remember to vote"
commercials air frequendy
on the Armed Forces television network.
The Pentagon campaign
and the crucial role of the
Iraq war in the election
have combined to make
the election a passionate
subject of debate in mess

tion.

to vote

TRIAL

Greensboro police
charged Bryant Lamont
Bowens, a 28-year-old
Greensboro man, with
Harmon's murder. Police
arrested Bowens following
a disturbance call around

Cmii-

tvt*

f' V€ narked,

can't trust (Sen. John)

Kerry to do that," said

Baghdad-based 1st Cavalry
Spc. Thuan Tran, from
Palmdale, Calif, who said
he'd never felt so passionately about an election
before
At Camp Bucca, the
American-run prison on
the Kuwaiti border 300
miles south of BagMW,
die sand-dusted and sunburned soldiers consider
themselves experts on the
biggest foreign-policy
question shaping the elec"A lot of soldiers feel
President Bush isn't fulfilling what he said he'd do,"
said Spc. Ricardo Hart, 35,
of the 321st Signal Co. out
of Reno, Nev.
I tell
them, this is war, this is
still a conflict. Nothing is
black and white. So, we're
all voting just maybe not
for the same person."

_

continued from page 1

Harmon was fatally shot
on the morning of Jan.26,
2003 in a Holden Road
parking lot near Club
Enigma on Patterson
Street.

Iff tkvs-e,

across

Iraq.
"We should stay here
until the job is done, and I

Greensboro nightclub, on
Farragut Street.
Detective Norman
Rankin said Bowens is a
convicted felon with an
extensive criminal back-

ground.
If convicted of
Harmon's murder, Bowens
could receive the death
penalty.

3:30 a.m. at Lost

Dimensions, another

too-

FOUND

continued from page 1

without her being here aad
thing that is in the dark
we are happy that she is.
will come to light."
coming home soon,"
On Tuesday, Oct. 19,
Netdes was found in Texas added Maness.
according to her mother
Geri Netdes. "All I know is
that she is in Texas and
I'm going to get her
tomorrow," says Netdes.
"I'm glad that she's still
alive," says Maness. "She
doesn't understand how
much we were hurting
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A&T Professor Runs For 18th
District
A pioneer attorney and a

phenomenal professor,

Attorney Margaret A.
Dudley is running for
District Court Judge In the
upcoming November 2
election. Attorney Dudley
is a leader in Greensboro
and an unparalleled professor at North Carolina
A&T State University.
Attorney Dudley is running for 18th Districtth
Court Judge. The 18
District encompasses the
campus of A&T. Students
who live on or near campus and vote at either the
Memorial Student Union
(precinct G68) or Bethel
AME Church (precinct
G67) can support an Aggie
on Election Day.
Attorney Dudley is a
graduated of Howard
University and Howard
University School of Law.
In 1969 she graduated with
a Bachelor of Arts degree
in English and in 1974 she
graduated from law school
with a Jurist Doctorate.
She is currendy a member
of the North Carolina Bar
and a practicing attorney.
Attorney Dudley is a
pioneer in her field. She
began her career with the
law firm of Smith,
Patterson, Follin, Curtis,
that
James and Harkavy
her
as
the
third
established
black female in history to
practice law in
Greensboro, N.C. Attorney
Dudley was also the first
black woman to hold the
position as Deputy County
Attorney in Guilford

says, "she is a really good
teacher, if you take the
time to talk to her she can
make the material really
clear." Other students
share Cejas' sentiment that
Attorney Dudley has a
superior ability to explain
the ambiguous legal language of constitutional
law.
In addition to law
Attorney Dudley has

served the city and her

Way. She also served as a

board member of both the
Guilford County Mental
Health board and
Developmental Disabilities
and Substance Abuse
board.
Attorney Dudley is perto fill the
fecdy qualified
th District
18
position
Court Judge and with the
support of A&T her pursuit will be fulfilled.

Margaret Dudley, an
ittorney and profes:or at N.C. A&T, is
unning for 18th
District Court Judge.

Dudley was one of
:he first black wome
:o practice law in
Sreensboro.
[submitted photo)

community in many capacities. She has served as a
member of the United

County.
As Deputy Attorney for
the county, Attorney
Dudley worked with a
range of city departments.
She principally worked
with Social Services,
County Planning,

Personnel, Sheriff's department, Register of Deeds
and Guilford County
Mental Health
Department.

Attorney Dudley left
public service to seek success in private practice. She
achieved that success as a
partner in the law firm of
Gray, Moses, Newell and
Johnson where she
focused on family law.
For the past several year
of her groundbreaking and
successful career Attorney
Dudley has established her
own practice, the Law
Office of Margate A.
Dudley.
Attorney Dudley has
made a name for herself as
a meticulous trial lawyer,
and that thoroughness carries over to the classroom.
Attorney Dudley's other
profession is that of an
educator. She started out
teaching business law at
A&T, but currendy is a
professor in the Political
Science Department of
A&T.
In the Political Science
department she teaches to
two supplemental classes,
Constitutional Law in the

fall and Civil Liberties in
the spring. If you have
plans on attending law
school Dr. Moseley, Chair
of the Political Science
Department, as well any
other professor in the
department will advise that
at least one of her classes
is essential.
Attorney Dudley is a
dedicated teacher. She is so
dedicated to the extent
that if she wins the election she plans to continue
teaching while fulfilling her
duties as a judge.
She expects nothing but
the best from her students.
She is fair and firm, which
are essential qualities one
should look tor when considering a judicial candidate.
Senior Political Science
Student Victoria Cejas
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Christian HipHop Artist 'CIA'
Brings Powerful Message to A&T
By Karina Hardy

th,"

Online Editor

Local gospel rap artists showcased their
talents at "Underground Heat" Friday,
Oct. 15 at 7:30 p.m. in the exhibit hall.
The event was sponsored by SparkFire

Productions and the NC A&T chapter of
Impact Movement, which is geared
towards promoting evangelism and discipleship to African Americans on college
campuses around the United States.
"The focus of the program was to
bring Christians and non-Christians
together to minister the gospel of Jesus
Christ through hip 7hop, said AJ Wilson,
president of the A&T chapter of Impact.
The concert originally planned to feature local gospel artist Eternal Praise but
they were unable to attend due to previous obligations.
"In their place, several local gospel
groups performed.
One of the groups featured at the concert was Christians In Action, better
known as CIA.
CIA's music is inspired by life. Their
lyrics speak truth about life, Christianity,
and life after death.
"Our music focuses on issues that
everyday people deal with and addresses
the tough issues that people don't like to
talk about," said Serenity of CIA.
"A lot of rap artists don't talk about
reality. They are too often stuck in a fantasy, but the trudi is that there are a lot of
hurting people, dying people, kids getting
abused and husbands beating wives, thafs

attention to the
words in a song,"
said Emcee,
"Our focus is
not the beats, or
how hot the song
sounds. All that
really matters is
that the people
get die message

Serenity.
The focus of
their music is to

attract people to
listen to the gospel

of Jesus Christ
through hip-hop.
"We want to
attract people who
are not Christians
and bring them
into the kingdom
to God," said

through the
lyrics. That message is Jesus

Christ, said
Emcee
J-Dubb was

Emcee of CIA.
"We do not rap

about material
things, we touching the hearts of
through
ip-hop and
through the message of Jesus
Christ," added

another artist
spotlighted at the
event who has
been rapping

Eeople

since he was a
teenager. He has

had difficulty get
ting his music
Emcee.
played over
According to
Christian airways
Emcee, it doesn't
"Gospel rap
Christians In Action (CIA) performed at has not been as
matter the
response people free gospel concert in Student Union
widely accepted
have to his music. Exhibit Hall.
as it should be
what matters is
on Christian air
that people get the message behind the
ways," said J-Dubb.
music.
I went up to 1510 and to other gospel
"I could care less if people jump or
radio stations to get my music played on
holla at what we do on stage. What mattheir airways. I was told that I would have
ters is that they listen to what we say. Too
to pay to play my music since it was not
often do people get wrapped up in the
traditional gospel. I have been able to get
beats of a song and don t listen or pay
my music played at secular stations but

'

The Soundtrack of Your
Black College
Experience
By Dominic J. Hunter

that a lot of whats going on ain't cute."

The album has multiple interludes that
fun at the everyday stresses of the
Its about time an LP about the black
lack college student, such as enrollment
college experience was created.
lines, roommates who borrow all your
Though it won't be slapped into everythings, and the creation of die Students
one's CD deck, "Blackberry Volume 1:
Bill of Rights.
The Soundtrack of Your Black College
If you plan to see any of the artists feaExperience" clearly addresses die issues of turea on the CD on the record-store
today's black college
shelves, you are
students
clearly listening to
The CD released by
the wrong CD.
The HBCU Network
As featured artist
is somediing we can
Black Sultan puts it
relate to: it is created
on his track No
by black college stuOne But Me," most
dents, for black colof these artists are
lege students.
"the greatest rappers
wale Oyijide, a
that you ain't never
recording artist with a
heard of." They
2
few underground
come from schools
..." '. a
albums, produced it.
such as Morehouse
[advisory
The album contains
and
Morris Brown
BlackBerry can be purchased at
many unique sounds
and
colleges
in its 20 tracks. It has www.hbcunetwork.com.
Howard, Tuskegee
the traditional rap and
and Southern
R&B, but it also nas sounds of reggae and universities
salsa, providing the listener with songs
Though it might not be a CD that you
one can really dance to.
would ride down the strip nodding your
Though most of the tracks are attempt- head to, "BlackBerry Vol. 1" should not
ed club bangers, the album also has many be overlooked.
empowering songs. Women get much
attention with tracks like "Girlfriend,"
which tells women to "not let anyone
hold them down," and "Take Your Time,"
Dominic J. Hunter is a student at Southern
which tells the story of a girl poorly raised University who writesfor The Southern Digest.
who rushes into sex and intimately dies.
Surprisingly, the best track isn't even a
song. The spoken-word piece "Let's Talk"
forces the listener to really think about a
lot of today's issues and makes one realize
Black College Wire

Eoke

1

,
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Have a passion for fashion and
cutting edge style?
We're in search for a fashion
contributor!!
All classifications are eligible
Stop by NCB A328 for more
information..

'

not Christian stations and that doesn't
make any sense," added J-Dubb.

J-Dubb feels that traditional Christians
need a wake-up call and realize that times
have changed.
"A lot of traditional Christians need to
understand that the music that reached
the older generations may not reach this
generation. Hip-hop reaches out to this
generation because it is something that
they can relate to," said J-Dubb.
"Traditional gospel is fine for those
who relate to that, but I feel that this generation needs something different.
Christian hip-hop reaches out to this generation but if the Christian stations don't
play our music, a part of this generation
may never relate to the gospel of Jesus
Christ," added J-Dubb.
J-Dubb fells that secular hip-hop is fine
but only if it is used to portray a positive
message.
"There is nothing wrong with secular
hip-hop, but you have to use it to teach
people something useful. Some artists
today make music that has no real meaning and they are making thousands of
dollars," said J-Dubb.
"Take most rappers' platinum away, take
dieir bank account away, take their rims,
cars and girls away and what do they
have? But if you have God you have
everything. I could easily rap about cars
and money but that is not what I do.
Those materialistic possessions mean
nothing when you leave this earth. Those
things are temporary. The gift of salvation is eternal, added J-Dubb.

New Music
By Amy Phillips (KRT)

MOS DEF "The New Danger"(Geffen) * * *
TALIB KWELI "The Beautiful Struggle" (Rawkus) * * * 1/2
As the line between mainstream and underground becomes increasingly
blurred in hip-hop, Mos Def and Talib Kweli find themselves at a
crossroads.
The two Brooklyn MCs, whose 1998 collaboration as Black Star is considered a pinnacle of the "conscious" rap movement, are no longer allies
against the evils of materialism and thuggery. Mos has spent less time on
rhymes than on acting and musical experiments such as his Black Jack
Johnson rock band (which plays on four of "Danger's" tracks, including the
hip-grinding standout "Ghetto Rock"). His second solo album is not so
much a rap record as a survey of black-music history, from the blues
lament "Black Jack" to the bouncy funk of "That Dude." Bat when "Boogie
Man Song" and "The Beggar" get bogged down in meandering, smoky-club
crooning, you wish he'd just quit it and bust a few verses.

Kweli, on the other hand, furiously throws himself into the ring, sounding
as angry as ever on politically minded screeds such as the regal opener
"Going Hard" and the cautionary tale "Broken Glass." But he balances out
the bile with syrupy slow jams ("We Know") and club bangers ("A Game")
that just might become monster hits. Mos Def may be breaking down musical boundaries, but Kweli could easily destroy commercial ones
By Rob Watson (KRT)

DE LA SOUL "The Grind Date" (Sanctuary) * * * 1/2
This isn't what De La Soul fans were expecting after 2001's "Bionix."
What was supposed to be the third installment of the Art Official Intelligence
series was canned by Tommy Boy Records (which then canned De La
Soul's contract). Don't be mad in fact, be thankful: These new organic
"boom-bap" beats coupled with the trio's further maturation make "The
Grind Date" one of year's best in hip-hop.

_

Now on Matthew (Beyonce's dad) Knowles' Sanctuary Records, Trugoy,
Maceo and Pos have returned with the help of some serious guests.
Madlib, 9th Wonder and J. Dilla help on the production end, while Common,
Ghostface, Flavor Flav, and even Spike Lee help spread the words on such
uplifting tracks as "Church" and "Come on Down."
"The Grind Date" isn't about the far-flung future progressions that "Bionix"
stood for. This album is more of an affirmation of what hip-hop really is and
what De La always was: Of the Soul

B
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Eric Roberson Brings
Soul to the Carolinas

20 Questions
"Fashion Wonders"
By Ms. Inquisitve B

By Michelle Thurston
Contributor

Amos's South

End, a live venue
club in Charlotte,

North Carolina,
burst with energy
on October 16 as
songwriter turned
singer Eric
Roberson graced
the stage to perform his latest
project, "Eric

"If you feel that you aren t presenting
some of your best work and it needs to
be fine tuned, then that's what you need
to do," Roberson said. He also stated that
artists are always trying get "put on," but

Shouldn't it be a rule for all black females to wear
belts?

key.

Don't we all know this prevents certain assets from
being seen?

it's all in your timing, and preparation is

'He's very knowledgeable about the
business being that he s been in the game
so long," said Mike Fairfax, who broadcasted the event for the radio station.
Sharing his own personal experiences,
Roberson was able to shed light on some
of the secrets of the business. For
instance, if you can'treadily copyright
Eric Roberson
Roberson
your material, you can send it to yourself
Presents: The
through certified mail. A tip a novice of
the game wouldn't know.
Vault- Vol. 1.5."
Behind the scenes, Roberson has writFans and lovers of "good music"
ten and produced several chart topping
rocked along to the smooth tunes
Roberson presented. Along with his lively songs for established artists. He made you
band, Roberson stirred the crowd with his feel Musiq's "Previous Cats," and the
highs and lows of Vivian Green's
rendition of "Previous Cats," which he
"Emotional Roller-Coaster." Roberson
wrote for soul artist, Musiq, as the crowd
also penned and performed "I Have a
sang along with all their heart.
Song," for the BET fdm, "Prison Song."
"Please Don't Leave Me," a track from
In his sophomore year at Howard
his new CD expressing his devotion to
University, Roberson landed a deal with
his one true love (music), got the crowd
Warner Bros. Records. "The Moon,"
wound up as he sang a reggae-infused
released in 1994 went to #33 on
version of the ballad. Loyal fans sang
Billboard's R&B singles chart. His secalong word for word, experiencing his
ond album, "The Esoteric Movement,"
the
mellow
sounds
of
his
passion through
was re-released in August and is considguitar.
On a promotional tour for his new CD, ered a collectors item. Roberson currendy
has a publishing deal with EMI Music
WNAA 90.1 invited Roberson for a
"meet and greet" on October 15.
Publishing and runs the "Blue Room," a
fully equipped 48-track recording studio.
Roberson spoke to aspiring writers and
Roberson's music can be purchased via
producers giving them pointers on how to
his web site www.ericrobersonmusic.com
enter the music husiness. What he
and he will be featured on upcoming
stressed the most to newcomers was the
tracks for Carl Thomas and Glen Lewis
of
at
all
times
point being prepared

ODenin g in Theaters
This Week:

,

I

J

"!

SURVIVING CHRISTMAS

Ben Affleck stars as a lonely guy who decides to rent
a family for the holidays.
The family includes James Gandolfini (Sopranos) and

Christina Applegate (Anchorman).
THE GRUDGE
Sarah Michelle Gellar stars in this remake of a
Japanese thriller. She's a nurse who's exposed to a
curse involving rage
THE MACHINIST
Christian Bale plays a disturbed man whose body is
falling apart from not having slept in over a year.

P.S.
Laura Linney (Mystic River) plays a woman who
begins an affair with a young man who is uncannily
similar in name and appearance to her late high
school boyfriend.

WNAA 90.1

Top

10 of the Week

Jazz
McCoy Tyner, Illuminations
Benny Golson, Terminal 1 j

R&B
Usher & Alicia Keys, My Boo (single)
Ciara feat. Petey Pablo.Goodies (single)
Hip Hop

Terror Squad, Lean Back (single)
Jadakiss Feat. Anthony Hamilton, Why(single)

Smooth Jazz
Queen Latifah, The Dana Owens Album
Chaka Khan, ClassiKhan
Gospel

Twinkie Clark, Home Once Again, Live In Detroit
GMWA Mass Choir, Live in Tampa

Does the belt always have to match your shoes and
purse?
Isn't the jean jacket a closet necessity?

Will Reebok Classics stop trying to make a comeback?
What's with the knee-high timbs?
Who started the "oversized" hat look for guys?
And why don't guys take the sticker off the brim?
What designer created the knee length polo shirts?
10 Is everyone wearing the Lance Armstrong "Live

Strong" yellow wrist bands?

.

Aren't Durango's like heels for guys? Or are they
more like cowboy boots?

12 Shouldn't Kanye West be the poster boy for every
males closet collection?
13 Aren't we glad that guys retired the inappropriate
sagging of the jeans?

14. Ladies, what's with the accessory overkill?
Less is more sometimes...
15. Is it necessary for women to carry a book bag and a

purse at the same time?
16. Ladies, don't you feel that your bra is too small when

your "cup runneth over"? You're supposed to have
one pair, not two.
17. Why is it that the same females who wear tight
pants, are the same ones who wear "granny drawers"?

18. Now that it's the year 2004, isn't it okay to wear
white after Labor Day?
19. Ladies... .why must we wear our club outfits to class?
Give your toes a break.
20. Fellas....what's with the dog tags if you're not in the
army?

**Bonus Question of the Week**
Stop the Madness!!
Stockings and open-toe shoes don't work. Okay?

SPORTS
Aggies Stung by
Hornets 15-6
Sports Editor

By Michael Stanley

N.C. A&T came to
Dover, DE, on Saturday
Oct. 16, trying to end their

back.

The offense had a total
of 291 yards but with five
turnovers, three were converted into die Hornets'
only 15points, costing the
Aggies die game.
"It is very frustrating,"
Small said. "That is not
part of the game you
expect the team to score
on. It is going to be
upsetting."
All season, the Aggies
have been bit with the
injury bug. Once again,
the injury bug bit the
Aggies
Freshman running back
Quante Speight, who was
starting for the injured
Michauex Hollingsworth
and Christopher Jones, has
a hairline fracture in his
right foot and was forced
out the game.

the first two sets and later
the Lady Aggies with a
winning in a hard-fought
match-high 18 kills and
set by the Lady Eagles.
seven digs. Cooper
N.C. A&T volleyball
Outside hitter Arlene
recorded yet another douteam traveled to Princess
Mitchell led A&T with 17
ble-double adding 12 kills
Anne, MD on Oct. 15-17
kills and four service aces, and 10 digs. Lady
for the MEAC Round-Up
Cooper chipped in with
Hornets' Laura Huculak
as the University of
her double-double with 15 led with 15 kills and six
Maryland-Eastern Shore
kdls and 10 digs and
digs.
losted 10 teams in the
Chatman added 40 assists.
A&T ended the MEAC
tournament for a total of
The Lady Eagles, who
Round-Up with a 3-0 shut
30 matches for the weekhave yet to win a game this out against Howard
end.
season (0-15, 0-6), were led University (30-28, 30-23,
The Lady Aggies were
by Shauniece Stewart with 30-27). Two A&T players
coming off a much needed eight kills and 11 digs and recorded double-doubles,
win against Norfolk State
setter Krystal Williams
Cooper with 17 kills and
after experiencing an eight- contributed with 14 assists. 10 digs and Arlene
game slump. They entered
A&T won their final
Mitchell with 14 kills and
the Round-Up with a 4-11 game of day one against
13 digs. Chatman dished
overall record.
the Lady Bears of Morgan out 35 assists along with
"Coach really got to us,
State University with a
Williams with 10 kills and
so we went into this with a hard fought 3-2 victory
Lauren Walker chipping in
clean head, thinking ahead (27-30, 26-30, 30-27, 30with 10 digs.
by coming through with
28, 16-14). The Lady
The Lady Bison (6-20, 4
the win," sophomore
Aggies lost the first two
6), were led by Kollin
Arlene Mitchell said.
sets, but rallied for win in
Hoskins with a team-high
A&T played a total of
the next three. Arlene
13 kills, and Kimberly
three games the first day
Mitchell scored a matchDexter recorded a doubleof the tournament, going
high 26 kills and team-high double with 10 kills and 14
2-1.
16 digs. Continuing to
digs.
The only loss of the
blossom, Cooper piled up
"Everyone was happy
Round-Up for A&T came another double-double
about the victories," said
from the Lady Hawks of
with 22 kills and 11 digs
Arlene Mitchell.
the University of
and Chatman tallied 56
Arlene Mitchell praises
Maryland-Eastern Shore as assists.
her team's effort, but is
they won in three straight
Day two was an easy one really impressed by
sets (18-30, 28-30, 25-30).
for the Lady Aggies as
Cooper's play. Cooper has
"I think we stopped ourthey breezed through the
been delivering and perselves basically, we made a Lady Pirates of Hampton
forming at a high level
lot of errors, and they
University 3-0 (30-18, 30with consistency.
were like any other team
28, 30-19) for their only
"She's doing her thing
we've played so it was
game of the day.
out there, she contributes a
nothing that we haven't
A&T won two of the
lot," Arlene Mitchell said.
seen before," Arlene
three sets by double fig"I know she looks up to
Mitchell said.
ures. Again, Cooper
me just like I look up to
UMES dominated the
recorded another doubleher."
first game, but barely hung double, leading A&T with
Florida A&M University
on to pull through with the 11 kills and 10 digs.
went undefeated in the
win over the Lady Aggies,
Arlene Mitchell almost
MEAC Round-Up as they
reeled in a double-double, pulled out the 3-0 victory
funior Jana Milin led the
Lady Hawks with her secbut fell short with nine
against UMES (30-16, 30and triple-double of the
kills and 12 digs.
10, 30-23) and a 6-0 record
season; she had (14 digs,
Also contributing,
for the weekend. UMES
10 digs?) and double-digit Leinitia Williams and
was defeated by FAMU
service aces.
Mitchell's twin sister
after they defeated A&T
A&T was led by Arlene
Darlene each added eight
for their only loss of the
Mitchell with 19 kills and
kills.
weekend.
ix digs, freshman Krystal
The Lady Aggies started
The Lady Aggies finZooper contributing with
off on the right foot as
ished improved their
2 kills and six digs and
they won 3-0 over the
record to 9-12, 7-1 in the
Srendan Chatman's 32
Delaware State University MEAC.
.ssists,
Lady Hornets (31-29, 30The Lady Aggies next
The Lady Aggies went
25,30-21). DSU ended
match will be against
into the game against the
the weekend 3-2 (7-18, 5Bethune-Cookman on.
Lady Eagles of Coppin
3).
Saturday Oct. 23 at
State University for a 3-0
This was another great
Corbett Sports Center at
shut out (30-23, 30-17, 30victory for A&T as they
7:00 p.m.
28). The match was no
approached their final
contest as A&T dominated match of the round-up.
to win with huge leads in
Mitchell led the way for
Contributor

File Photo

The Aggies will try to win their first conference game against Howard this Saturday.
"We started Quante
gave the Aggies the ball at
Speight and he has a hairthe own 41-yard line.
line fracture," Small said.
"That was out main goal
"We are not having any
every time we stepped
luck this year. We are cononto the field," defensive
tinually try and play footend Rickie Lewis said.
ball games."
"Helped the offense Out
Speight rushed for 85
get the ball back and when
yards on 13 carries before
they (A&T's offense) do
leaving the game.
turn the ball, over we want
Aggies' quarterback
to get the ball right back."
Marshall Glenn went 12-15 A&T went on a 13-play,
for 135 and threw three
59-yard drive ended on a
interceptions.
1-yard run by Glenn to tie
On the first two drives,
the game 6-6.
Glenn threw an intercepDominique Brown was
tion on each drive. The
intercepted by Evan
second* interception helped Lipford and returned to
Delaware State to get their the A&T's 19-yard line.
first-score of the game.
Two plays later, Botts
A pass interference by
threw a 7-yard touchdown
Aggies cornerback Theron pass to McBride for a 12-6
Thomas which gave the
halftime lead.
Hornets the ball at A&T's
The Aggies' chances to
30-yard line.
come back ended with a
Hornets' quarterback
fumble by James Hinton
Bryan Botts threw a 26on the punt return and the
yard pass to Shaheer
Hornets recovered.
McBride all the way to the
Peter Gaertner kicked a
4-yard line. Two plays later, 30-yard field goal finished
Botts connected an 8-yard off the Aggies.
touchdown pass to Rashod
The Aggies will try to
Coleman. The extra point end their losing streak
failed gave Delaware State against Howard on
a 6-0 lead.
Saturday, Oct. 23, at 6:30
Later in the second,
p.m.
Botts pass was intercepted
by Wilbert Johnson which

Aggies Athletic
Schedule Next
Schedule Games
Football: vs. Howard 6:30 p.m. Oct. 23, 6:30 p.m

Swimming: Catawaba Boo Bash Oct. 30, 6 p.m

Volleyball:

J

Lady Aggies Improve in
MEAC Round-Up,
Going 5-1 Over Weekend

By Gregory Bond

two-game losing streak.
Turnovers kdled the
Aggies as Delaware State
forced five turnovers costto defeat the Aggies 15-6.
The Aggies (2-5, 0-3
MEAC) have lost three in
a row and have now lost
five of the last six games.
They are the only team in
the MEAC without a conference win.. The Aggies
have not won a road game
this season.
"It was a very tough loss
to Delaware State," Aggies
head coach George Small
said. "I felt like we had
our most impressive performance by our defense
this year, but we did not
support that as a total
team to win the football
game."
The Aggies' defense
stepped up in the game by
holding the Hornets (2-5,
2-1) to just 147 total yards.
While the defense stepped
up, the offense took a step

2 1 200

vs. Bethune-Cookman

Oct. 23, 7 p.m

Bowling: Brunswick Southern Classic at Marietta,
Ga., Nov. 6-7
Men's Basketball: at Albuquerque, N.M. NABC Classic
vs. New Mexico, 6 p.m

A&T vs. Howard
Preview
Date: Saturday, Oct. 23
Time: 6:30 p.m
Place: Aggie Stadium Greensboro, N.C
Radio: 90.1 FM
Records: A&T (2-5, 0-3 MEAC); Howard (4-2, 1-1 MEAC)
A&T last week: lost to Delaware State 15-6
Howard last week: defeated Morgan State 42-35 OT
k&T s key players: linebacker Billy McEachern (six tackles in loss to
Delaware State) and Jonathan Metcalf (70 yards on 19 carries last week
igainst Delaware State).
Howard s key players: Quarterback Marcos Moreno (13-27 227 yards
two TD against Morgan State) and running back Roland Colbert (19 carries, 106 yards TD against Morgan State).

A&T's notes: The Aggies are the only team in the MEAC without a conterence victory.
Howard notes: Howard is on a four game winning streak after losing
neir first two games.

Women's Basketball: at Charlotte N.C. Nov. 19 5:30
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SPORTS
MEAC Volleyball
Standings

MEAC Football
Standings
MEAC

Teams

Overall

North Division

South Carolina State

Teams

Hampton

Md.-Eastern Shore
Delaware State
Morgan State
Howard
Hampton
Coppin State

Bethune-Cookman
Delaware State
Morgan State
Howard
Norfolk State
N.C. A&T
Saturday's

Southern Division
Florida A&M
N.C. A&T
Bethune-Cookman

Results

Delaware State 15, N.C. A&T 6
Howard 42, Morgan State 35 OT
Hampton 58, Norfolk State 10
S.C. State 28, Bethune-Cookman 14

S.C. State
Norfolk State

irdav Schedule
Hampton at S.C. State 1:30 p.m.
Delaware State at Morgan State 1 p.m
Howard at N.C.A&T 6:30 p.m.

N.C. A&T men's basketball team is looking forward to the upcoming
2004-05 basketball season
With a lot of new faces
and a newfound desire to
win, the Aggies are hoping
not only to contend for
the MEAC basketball
crown, but bring it back to
Aggie Land.

7-0

16-2

14-15
5-13
5-21
1-16

9-12

7-1
5-3
4-4

8-7
17-7
0-22

0-10

October 23

Saturi

B-CC at N.C. A&T, 7 p.m.
Delaware State vs. NJ Inst. Of Tech, 3 p.m
Delaware State vs. Goldy-Beacom, 5 p.m.
Florida A&M at South Florida, 7 p.m.
Octob :r 2
Hampton at Morgan St., 2 p.m

Sunday.

Sheridan Broadcasting Network
Black College Poll
Teams

1. Albany State Rams (17)

After finishing the 200304 basketball season with a
3-25 record overall and 315 conference record, the

12-13
7-18

Bethune-Cookman at S.C. State, 6 p.m
Howard at UMES, 7 p.m.

Aggie Men Excited
for Upcoming
Basketball Season
Senior Writer

6-2
5-3
6- 4
4-5
2-7
1-6

October 22

Friday.

Bethune-Cookman open
Norfolk State open

By Julius McKinley, Jr

Overall

MEAC

game, the worst scoring
averages in the conference.
This average is expected to

increase with the addition
of newcomers Powell and
Guoins
"I expect them to produce and perform at a

higher level," Eaves said.
"They are going to get a
lot of playing time and a
chance to learn the system
as well."

Booker led the Aggies in
scoring last year as a freshman averaging 14.5 points
per game and also led all
freshmen in scoring in the

tough team to beat. The
kids are much further
advanced. We may still
have problems winning at
the end, but overall were a
better team and are going
to win some games."
Losing close games was
one of the problems that
the Aggies faced during
the season, but all of this
should change with the
help of more scorers and
everything not being
placed on the back of
Booker.
"Everybody will pitch

Records

Points

2. South Carolina State Bulldogs (13)
3. Hampton Pirates

4. Southern Jaguars
5. Alabama State

6. Bethune-Cookman Wildcats

7. Arkansas Pine-Bluff Golden Tigers
8. Tuskegee Golden Tigers
9. Kentucky State Thorobreds
10. Howard Bison

Other receiving votes: Fayetteville State (25) North Carolina Central (23), Virginia
State (15), Tennessee State (14), Alcorn State (11).
MEAC Teams in Bold

in," Eaves said. "I want to
average about 75 points a
game with the help of
everybody and not just on

individual."

The A&T men open up
their 2004-05 season in the
NABC Classic in
Albuquerque, N.M. with
games against Duquesne
and Santa Clara on Nov.
12.

The Aggies' home open-

er is against High Point
University on Tuesday,
Nov. 30. Their first
MEAC home contest is

The Aggies will play in the NABC on Nov. 12.

Highlighting the grueling
schedule for the upcoming
season are games against
Wake Forest, Duquesne,
Santa Clara and Louisville
The Louisville game will
be one to mark on the calendar because it will be a
homecoming for head
coach Jerry Eaves and
some of the Aggie players

as well

Sean Booker, Steven
Koger, Jeff Alvis, Leslie
Powell, and Demetrius
Guoins all have ties to the
Louisville area and are anxious to make the trip to
the Bluegrass State.
"I'm going to love to go
back and play my alma
mater," Eaves said, who
graduated from Louisville
in 1986. "My team will get
to see pressure defense up
close. I want my team to
play pressure defense like
Louisville during our
games as well." *
Last year the Aggies

averaged 57.8 points per

MEAC. Not only did
Booker play hard throughout the course of the year,
he also pleased the crowd
with an array of dunks and
accurate three-point shooting.
Senior guards Rechodd
Carter and Koger will be
asked to lead on and off
the court to set an example
for the incoming freshman
and transfers.
"I expect the seniors to
perform at a certain level
and play well," Eaves said
"I also want them to lead
by example and teach the
younger guys
Fans should not only
expect hard nose defense

from the Aggies, but they
should also expect a lot of
alley oops and excitement

against Hampton
University on Saturday, Jan
8 at 4 p.m.
"I'm happy were we are
right now," Eaves said.
"So if you enjoyed what
you saw last year, come ou
and watch us, the gym will
be packed."
A&T's First 20 ames
Nov. 12 @New Mexico

Nov. 13 @Duquesne
Nov. 14 @Santa Clara
Nov. 19 @Texas A&M
Nov. 30 High Point
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

2

@Radford

4 @Coppin State
11 Campbell
14 @Louisville

18 @Nebraska
21 @Tulane
30 @Wake Forest
8
Jan. Hampton

Why Work for a Company When
You Can Serve the Nation?
Service. Dedication. Growth. Opportunity.These are the hallmarks of a career
with the Central Intelligence Agency.They're also the rewards of truly fulfilling

work. Your talent, experience and heritage can help meetAmerica's intelligence
challenges. But only if you take the next step.

Jan. 10 Norfolk State

Jan. 15 Delaware State

Jan. 17 Howard
Jan. 22 ©Florida A&M
Jan. 24

Cookman
Jan. 29 Maryland Eastern
Shore

Feb. 5 Coppin State

We are currently seeking candidates for Contracting Officer,
Finance Officer, Security Officer, Security Professional and
Electronic Specialists.
Research. Inquire. Apply online. Visit www.cia.gov

as well.

"We are like new born
babies, but we are much
more athletic," Eaves said.
"We are much deeper, a
much better scoring team,
and we are going to be a

Applicants must have US citizenship and the ability to
successfully complete medical examinations and security
procedures, including a polygraph interview. EOE.

THE WORK OF A NATION.
THE CENTER OF INTELLIGENCE
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The A&T Register

you have pric rities
let them guid<!e you as you build your career,
define what'si important to you and see
what's importtant to others.

